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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a system for the Multiple Fundamental Frequency Estimation and Tracking task in MIREX
(Music Information Retrieval Evaluation eXchange) 2009.
The method is a modification of Harmonic Temporal Structured Clustering(HTC), which is a kind of constrained Gaussian Mixture Model estimation using EM algorithm. In
the modification one term of a function of model power is
added to objective function to fit input power spectrogram
with possible fewest Gaussian kernels.We submitted this
system to the same task in MIREX 2007.
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log-frequency
time
observed power spectrum
index of source model
spectral masking function
HTC source model
index of harmonic
index of Gaussian kernel in time series

Table 1. The meaning of variables
2 METHOD DESCRIPTION

1 INTRODUCTION
HTC is a multipitch analyzer proposed in [1]. It decomposes the energy patterns of observed power spectrum into
clusters such that each of them represents a single source
and then can extract the note events such as fundamental frequency, intensity, onset and duration of notes from
polyphonic audio signals. The sources are modeled by superimposed HTC source models, which is a harmonically
constrained Gaussian mixture. HTC try to fit mixture of
the source models to observed power spectrum by updating model parameters and clustering the energy patterns
using EM algorithm.
The algorithm described in [1] has no care on how to
initialize source models. The number of source models,
which is difficult to assume before starting estimation process, has to be provided for it. Fewer models than actually
needed tend to increase estimation error.
Then the algorithm of HTC was modified so that much
many source models are given at initialization and unnecessary models are deleted during the updating of estimates. To realize the idea, one term of a function of model
power was added to the objective function of EM algorithm. This modification become very similar to what is
described in [2]. The modified algorithm no longer needs
to know the number of necessary models.

The outline of the algorithm is as follows (For more details
about formulation and derivation, please see [1]). First,
mono audio is taken as input and the spectrum of it is obtained using Gabor Wavelet Transform.
Second, model parameters of Gaussian mixture models
are estimated using EM algorithm. A spectral masking
function is introduced for clustering of energy patterns of
the spectrum, indicating active area of each source in the
spectrum, as a hidden variable. Objective function of the
algorithm to be minimized is the Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence of input power spectrum and mixture of source
models (1).
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HTC source model Sk (x, t) is denoted as (2).
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The meaning of variables and parameters later is shown in
Table 1 and Table 2.
The last term (sum of log of each source model power) is
the added one in the modification, which works to reduce
source models. χ is the weight of the term relative to the
rest.
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parameter
wk
vkn
ukny
τk
µk (t)
Y φk
σk

meaning
total energy of the k-th source
relative energy of n-th harmonic
y-th weight of power envelope function
onset time
fundamental frequency of the source
duration (Y is constant)
diffusion in the frequency direction

Table 2. The meaning of parameters
In E-step of the EM algorithm, spectral masking function, which is unobservable, is estimated with model parameters fixed. In M-step, on the other hand, the set of
model parameters of HTC source model are updated with
spectral masking function fixed.
3 IMPLEMENTATION
The system is implemented in C with standard C library.
Performance of this system varies depending on the complexity of audio input, especially on the number of sources.
The more the number of sources exists in an input, the
longer time to estimate model parameters tends to become.
It is because usually one source model is needed to fit
one source on the input power spectrum. This system is
originally intended to be an converter from audio signal
to MIDI data. Therefore it assumes that the fundamental
frequency of a source is constant while the note is active.
Fluctuation of the frequency is ignored. And also output
of fundamental frequency is quantized at the frequency
of each note number of MIDI. Frame length of spectrum
produced with Gabor Wavelet Transform is 10ms and frequency range is between 50Hz and about 2.5kHz.
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